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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Executive summary 
This deliverable report is related to the WP4 – Task 4.2 Active dissemination and awareness-raising (4-
24). The main goal of this deliverable is to overview the implementation of Dissemination, outreach 
and communication plan and dissemination and awareness-raising activities performed by the 
Partnership. 

1.2 Introduction and objectives 
BIGINN marks a new beginning for business and Big Science Innovation. The project has the 
overarching objective of exploiting the potential for innovation and international collaboration from 
the Big Science market by tapping into the huge investments in state-of-the-art technologies in this 
field. The consortium partners from Denmark, Spain and Lithuania have joined forces for the 
ClusterXchange programme to address the specific challenges of the sector, namely: 

• Strengthen and professionalise the cluster management skills in the new area of Big Science 
clusters. 

• Employ cluster mobility schemes to implement cross-fertilization of innovation opportunities 
at the different clusters. 

• Improve SME global competitiveness by establishing international relations and 
collaborations. 

 

1.3 Legal notice 
© This document is the property of the BIGINN Consortium. It may not be copied, reproduced, or 
modified in whole or in part for any purpose without written permission from the BIGINN Consortium, 
which consists of the following participants: 
 
 

Table 1: BIGINN partnership 

Participant Organization Name 
Short 
Name 

Country 

TEKNOLOGISK INSTITUT DTI Denmark 

ASOCIACIÓN ESPAÑOLA DE LA INDUSTRIA DE LA CIENCIA INEUSTAR Spain 

VIESOJI ISTAIGA FIZIKOS INSTITUTO MOKSLO IR TECHNOLOGIJU 
PARKAS 

LITEK Lithuania 

 

 

  



 

 

 

2.  AWARENESS-RAISING ACTIVITIES 

2.1 Communication tools 
Various communication tools to promote BIGINN Partnership were presented in the Deliverable D4.1 
– Dissemination, outreach and communication plan: 

• Logo; 
• Colours; 
• Brochures; 
• Roll-up; 
• Banners and other online materials; 
• Slides; 
• Webpage. 

Maintaining a uniform style has allowed creating a visual identity for the BIGINN project and its 
activities, and to maintain the integrity and better recognition of the information presented. 

 

  

  
 

Fig. 1. Example of online BIGINN communication 

 

Branded physical products, such as brochures, roll-ups, pens… were used to create a positive 
association with the BIGINN brand, enhance visibility, and ultimately contribute to the success of the 
BIGINN Partnership activities. 



 

 

 

 

  
 

Fig. 2. Example of BIGINN branding 

Short videos are also effective awareness-raising tools as they can grab attention quickly, facilitate 
sharing, adapt to social media trends and deliver concise messages in a format that fits modern 
consumption habits. With this in mind, the BIGINN partnership produced short videos to capture and 
disseminate the good practices presented by Xchanges participants and to present the results of the 
project to the public. 

    
 

 

 
Fig. 3. Example of BIGINN related videos for communication 

 

A video “Overview of BigScience market and BIGINN partnership’s activities” was created as well: 
https://youtu.be/YJJk3xiEoNk  

 

https://youtu.be/YJJk3xiEoNk


 

 

 

Testimonials 

Testimonials from BIGINN ClusterXChange participants play a crucial role in establishing credibility, 
building trust, and promoting the success of the events. They serve as powerful tools for marketing, 
motivation, and improvement, contributing to the overall success and reputation of the BIGINN 
project. In order to show the achievements of BIGINN activities, success stories from the 360° 
Xchanges were collected and shared. 

Testimonials were gathered in the format of video and presented on LinkedIn by using BIGINN and/or 
the channels of BIGINN partnership members.  

See some examples of LinkedIn posted online videos: 

• https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7137792571988140032  
• https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7136024304848154627  
• https://www.linkedin.com/posts/bigscience-dk_juan-carlos-cortiletti-from-holms-

finmekanik-activity-7130198206172258304-YvUd  
• https://www.linkedin.com/posts/bigscience-dk_cosme-engineering-europe-activity-

7059753841000341504-_yOE  

 

Some of the testimonials have been also posted on BIGINN webpage: 

 

Fig. 4. Testimonials on BIGINN webpage 

2.2 Press releases or communication messages 
Reaching potential key partners and raising awareness on the benefits of BIGINN activities for SMEs 
and other actors in the Big Science sector has been of utmost interest for the Partnership. Main goals 
could be summarized in: to inform stakeholders and potential beneficiaries about the BIGINN 
Partnership, provide general information about project activities, including ClusterXchange, and main 
achievements, information. Depending on the purpose of the message and the target audience, 
communication using individual Partner’s channels and/or BIGINN were used in order to reinforce 
the effect of the message.  

• BIGINN website: https://biginn.eu/  
• BIGINN LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/biginn  

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7137792571988140032
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7136024304848154627
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/bigscience-dk_juan-carlos-cortiletti-from-holms-finmekanik-activity-7130198206172258304-YvUd
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/bigscience-dk_juan-carlos-cortiletti-from-holms-finmekanik-activity-7130198206172258304-YvUd
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/bigscience-dk_cosme-engineering-europe-activity-7059753841000341504-_yOE
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/bigscience-dk_cosme-engineering-europe-activity-7059753841000341504-_yOE
https://biginn.eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/biginn


 

 

 

Apart from the BIGINN website and LinkedIn posting, the Partnership and other dissemination 
partners were used to broaden the diffusion. The follow-up of the dissemination has not been a key 
for BIGINN project, so the following Figures show only dissemination activities coming from the 
Partnership (see Fig. 5). 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. 2022-2024 Posts, press-releases, newsletters… (results from live tool). In total, 34 posts in 2022, 
66 in 2023, 3 in 2024. 

Core messages: 
- Networking and Learning Xchange at Czech Republic 2022 

Purpose: Invite to CxC to Czechia 
- With financial support from BIGINN find new technological and business opportunities at BSBF  

Purpose: Invite to CxC to meet BigScience in Spain 
- Big business opportunities in the Big Science market 

Purpose: overview of business opportunities 
- EU Science Facilities are Calling for Business Partners 

Purpose: introduction to BigScience players and opportunities 
- Participate at Workshop: Knowledge and Technology Transfer in Big Science  

Purpose: invite to sharing best-practice workshop organised by BIGINN Partnership  
- Let’s meet with DESY and XFEL  

Purpose: introduce CxC to DESY and XFEL  
- BIGINN ClusterXchange: Science & Innovation in Vilnius  

Purpose: introduce CxC to Vilnius  
- BIGINN ClusterXchange: The Particle Accelerators Community  

Purpose: introduce CxC to Venice, Italy  
- ClusterXchange to Netherlands: Space community 

Purpose: publicise successful CxC to Netherlands  
- BIGINN ClusterXchange: Quantum Science in Vilnius  

Purpose: introduce CxC to Vilnius  
- Going for Gold  

Purpose: publicise successful learning experience and outcomes  
- Enrich Your Business Prospects: Embrace the Nordic Big Science Ecosystem at NBSID'23  

Purpose: introduce CxC to NBSID’23 
- Servicing companies in the Big Science market 

Purpose: review BIGINN Partnership’s achievements 
 
 
 

https://clustercollaboration.eu/content/networking-and-learning-xchange-czech-republic-2022
https://clustercollaboration.eu/community-event/meet-big-science-spain
https://clustercollaboration.eu/community-news/big-business-opportunities-big-science-market
https://clustercollaboration.eu/community-news/eu-science-facilities-are-calling-business-partners
https://clustercollaboration.eu/community-news/participate-workshop-knowledge-and-technology-transfer-big-science
https://biginn.eu/lets-meet-with-desy-and-xfel/
https://biginn.eu/biginn-clusterxchange-science-innovation-in-vilnius/
https://biginn.eu/biginn-clusterxchange-the-particle-accelerators-community/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7067477167336497152
https://biginn.eu/biginn-clusterxchange-quantum-science-in-vilnius/
https://clustercollaboration.eu/community-news/going-gold-what-does-it-take-make-impact
https://clustercollaboration.eu/content/enrich-your-business-prospects-embrace-nordic-big-science-ecosystem-nbsid23
https://clustercollaboration.eu/content/enrich-your-business-prospects-embrace-nordic-big-science-ecosystem-nbsid23
https://clustercollaboration.eu/content/servicing-companies-big-science-market


 

 

 

3.  Dissemination and awareness-raising events 
To raise the awareness, active promotion and dissemination is essential. The BIGINN partnership has 
organized and participated in many workshops, conferences, B2B meetings and other multiplier 
events to share and spread the information with stakeholders and potential members/clients about 
the opportunities offered by the BIGINN project.  

Since the beginning of the project, potential events and other activities have been planned and 
tracked. This has allowed to see what dissemination and awareness-raising activities were made by 
the Partnership and what reach out it created.  

BIGINN consortium using presentations, introductions, caring out other outreach activities reached 
more than 2.500 people during project time (see 3.2 BIGINN promotion in other events). 

Additionally, more than 700 participants (~50% SMEs) benefited from the awareness-raising activities 
organized by BIGINN Partnerships; where, among others, key achievements and goals of BIGINN were 
presented, an introduction on BIGINN Partnership’s portfolio or services (including new) was given, 
possibilities for new partnerships/collaboration activities were promoted, etc. (see 3.1 BIGINN events). 

3.1 BIGINN events 
Members of BIGINN Partnership organized and/or co-organized various round-table discussions, 
open door visits and sharing best practices events in order to create an active community and boost 
the awareness of BigScience market and BIGINN Partnership. The main aim of these events was to 
support the activities of the Partnership for cluster excellence capacity-building, outreach and 
awareness raising activities related to the ClusterXchange mobility scheme outreach, presenting 
BIGINN Partnership activities and/or creating Big Science community that would potentially benefit 
to get from BIGINN Partnership’s activities by introducing actors to the market for Big Science and 
how to benefit from being a part of it. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. 2022-2023 Awareness-raising activities (results from live tool) 

 

Outreach and dissemination examples: 

 

 

Outreach (participants in BIGINN events)  Plan  Results  
No. of participants in BIGINN events  150  704  
- involved SMEs   - 120 (80%)  - 349  

 

Organized BIGINN events contribute not only to raising awareness of the project and the 
ClusterXchange mobility scheme, but also help to attract participants to organized exchanges or 
other BIGINN project activities (e.g., trainings). 

3.2 BIGINN promotion in other events 
The reason to promote BIGINN Partnership in other events has been to disseminate the activities 
carried out by BIGINN Partnership by introducing, sharing and spreading the information with 
stakeholders and potential members/clients about the opportunities offered by the BIGINN project. 
This was done by participating in various workshops, conferences, B2B meetings and other multiplier 
events. Each outreach activity was planned and tracked (see Fig. 7). In total, BIGINN consortium 
members participated in 61 events, reaching out to more than 2500 participants. 

2023-12-13 Ineustar Partnership event Open doors 31 participants (12 SMEs)
Insights on Particle detectors past, present and future trends and needs. Visit to IFIC, the Spanish Institute 

for Corpuscular Physics



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 . 2022-2023 Awareness-raising activities (results from live tool) 

Participation at other events and carrying out dissemination activities contributes not only to raising 
awareness of the project and the ClusterXchange mobility scheme, but also help to attract 
participants to organized exchanges or other BIGINN project activities (e.g., trainings). 

Outreach/dissemination examples: 
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